Abstract. Programming is knowledge intensive. While it is well understood that programmers spend lots of time looking for information, with few exceptions, there is a significant lack of data on what information they seek, and why. Modern platforms, like Android, comprise complex APIs that often perplex programmers. We ask: which elements are confusing, and why? Increasingly, when programmers need answers, they turn to StackOverflow. This provides a novel opportunity. There are a vast number of applications for Android devices, which can be readily analyzed, and many traces of interactions on StackOverflow. These provide a complementary perspective on using and asking, and allow the two phenomena to be studied together. How does the market demand for the USE of an API drive the market for knowledge about it? Here, we analyze data from Android applications and StackOverflow together, to find out what it is that programmers want to know and why.
Introduction
The cottage industry of Android application development is booming, and the number of applications, colloquially apps, is growing exponentially [5] . While writing good apps is contingent upon solid understanding of the Android OS, many app writers begin programming with little skill and learn on the fly. Naturally, the Android components include self-documentation, which aids amateur developers in their task. However, such documentation often needs supplementing with other sources. Amateur developers supplement their learning by reading online documentation and participating in knowledge exchanges in online question and answer communities, like StackOverflow. One recent field study [14] reports that StackOverflow has more examples, better coverage, and is visited by real developers more often than the online documentation. In this distributed, or crowdsourced, education system, people ask questions and others answer them, usually for no remuneration. Here we are interested in the relationship between the amount of API use, i.e. API popularity, and the questions asked about APIs, i.e. help requested for those APIs. Some APIs attract more questions and recedive more answers from the community than others. As APIs see more usage, more questions are asked about them, so popularity plays a role. But does API complexity drive a greater nimber of questions? Furthermore, does the amount of available documentation influence the number of questions asked about an API? Such questions have previiously been difficult to approach quantitatively due to the many APIs, and because a large number of applications are required to ensure sufficient statistical variation in API use. However, it is now possible to mine app marketplaces, with hundreds of thousands of applications; many of them are free, so it is feasible to download a large number for analysis. Furthermore, Android byte code is fairly high-level, so it is possible to determine exactly which APIs are used, and to what extent. This data, together with the readily-available data from StackOverflow, provides a a fresh opportunity to relate the degree to which programmers use APIs to the degree to which they ask about them. This data provides a starting point to define the popularity of an API, from the app marketplace, and the amount of help requested on StackOverflow for that API. Our contributions in this paper are as follows:
-We show that careful data gathering and cleaning will produce a data set of linked Android Market data and StackOverflow traces; this data set is of independent interest to both software engineers and documentation writers; -We show that there is a non-trivial, sub-linear relationship between class popularity in Android apps and the requests for their documentation in StackOverflow, i.e. the number of questions on StackOverflow about a class lags its usage in the apps. -We find a complex relationship between the size of a class, its internal documentation and the StackOverflow documentation supply and demand. The size of a class and the total amount of available documentation for a class both have sizable and significant impact on the number of questions, i.e. larger classes and more documented classes are associated with more questions. The situation is reversed for answers, although much smaller in magnitude. -We give a case study examining several classes in detail to gain insights in the relationship between usage and documentation requests. A secondary goal of the case study is to understand the relationship between mentions of a class in the text of a question, and salience of the class to the meaning of the question.
Related Work
As APIs and libraries increase in complexity there has been an increased focus on leveraging, combining, and understanding multiple sources of developer documentation. Dagenais and Robillard study the decisions open source developers make while creating developer documentation for frameworks and libraries [9] . They find that developer choices to document their own code during the code creation process can not only affect the quality of documentation, but, in fact, the quality of code itself. Their results are relevant here as we are describing a relationship between internal API code, and the discussions that developers have regarding that code. Following the public release of the StackOverflow data, researchers have studied how developers gain knowledge and expertise through online question and answer sites. Research in this area has studied the success of Q and A sites, the growth of askers and answerers, and how developers use online resources. Our focuse is on the last category. Treude et al. evaluated the nature of questions asked on StackOverflow with respect to
